Chapter Four

The Algonquin Exper ience
Generally some time in the day one will see, either in the hotel or on the streets, a handsome, elderly man to whom
everybody bows. Sometimes he is in a pony carriage driven by a dark-eyed young man or by a sweet-faced and Titianhaired lady. This is Sir Leonard Tilley, the governor, the young man is his son, the charming woman his wife. They are
all greatly loved in St. Andrews, and any old inhabitant would like nothing better than to tell stories of Sir Leonard’s
eloquence when he was the member for Saint John. Lady Tilley entertains delightfully, and many a wanderer from
the States carried back grateful memories of her home and her cook — and, J ___ wished me to add, her Jersey cows.
— Octave Thanet, 1891

he Algonquin experience was at least partly the St. Andrews experience, and the St.
Andrews experience was, by and large, a rustic one. By modern standards rustic is perhaps an
understatement. Until the town was incorporated in 1903 there was no police force. Drunks,
tramps and con-men; robberies, assaults and dog-fights, though not common, were not unheard of. Until
1895 cows were pastured on public land, wandered into homes and fell down private wells. Teams were
driven on the sidewalks; there were manure heaps, piggeries, and dumps directly in town; and derelict
schooners were laid up on the shore. Dead cows, chickens, and pigs were thrown into the bay, sometimes
washing up on the beach. The post office and the beaches were littered with garbage. Fort Tipperary and
the old Blockhouse, two of the town’s most popular attractions, were in notably decrepit condition. Some
townspeople were appalled that any place offering itself as a vacation spot should be plagued with these
eyesores and health hazards but, curiously, only the townspeople seemed to mind. Reports written by visitors do not mention them, tending to focus instead on the quiet and calm of the place. Noted US writer
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Staff, 1896. Manager A.W. Weeks right rear. Under the Land Company, senior staff came mostly from New England. The
two black chefs, middle rear, are both from Boston. One, Mr. George Braxton, was a published author. Braxton’s Practical
Cookbook had appeared in 1886. There was a small black population in St. Andrews at this time, the descendants of slaves
and servants that had arrived with the Loyalists in 1783. The young man to the right is probably Charles Edward Norris,
aged 17. The black lady to the left is unknown. Charlotte County Archives
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•
Top St. Andrews Station.
Charlotte County
Archives

Bottom Wren’s Drugstore, 1889.
T. R. Wren and his clerk George
Sharp stand in the doorway. To their
left the Algonquin orchestra, which
for the summer of 1889 boarded upstairs. Their landlady is visible in
the upstairs window. Charlotte
County Archives
•

Alice French, writing under the pseudonym Octave Thanet, appreciated
what she called the “utterly un-American spirit of repose” that pervaded the
town. That, indeed, seems to have been the dominant impression of many
summer visitors.
The St. Andrews experience was also a British experience. With the coat
of arms on the Court House, the traffic circulating on the left, and the names
of George III`s children marking most of the streets, visitors experienced a
pleasant foreignness when they arrived in St. Andrews. Nothing epitomized
the British experience so much as G. Harold Stickney’s art crockery store,
about the only business of the day that could be called a gift shop. A jewellery
and clock store dating back to 1843, it expanded its line of British pottery
in response to a rising demand by American tourists. By 1890 it was one of
the most prosperous businesses in town, selling Wedgwood wares, and also
Dresden, Belleek, Royal Worcester and Coalport. Stickney’s china was frequently offered as prizes in the many card, golf, and tennis tournaments at
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the Algonquin, and the Eastport Sentinel reported facetiously, but also somewhat truthfully, that British china was one of the chief products being smuggled across the line. “Old Josiah Wedgwood would have smiled out loud,”
reported the anonymous storyteller in the Pittsfield Sun, “if he could have
seen the President guarding his treasures from the inquisitive eyes of the customs men. It transpired that the revenue guards knew all about it, but at
their discretion let slip the little samples and presents the tourists buy. His
teacup and bowl, wreathed with exquisite carvings telling a tale he will have
to look up in the Iliad or the wanderings of Ulysses, were perfectly safe, and
he need not have carried them so furtively and secretly in his high Derby
hat.”
Sensing the interest in things old, rustic, and British, the St. Andrews
Land Company was careful not to turn the town into the President’s
“Holiday Haven,” as had been done at other watering places, where hotels had been tarted up to look like miniature palaces of Versailles. The
Algonquin affected less pomp and more elegant simplicity, as many
thought befitted a purely summer hotel. A special feature of the hotel
was its many fireplaces, which gave it a homelike atmosphere not available in many similar resorts. Guests remembered the inclement days
when they had sat inside in the cozy parlour, breathing the aroma of
huge birch and hemlock logs burning in the grate.
Captains of industry stayed, of course, but other classes of people were represented as well. On the whole the Algonquin experience
seems to have been peppy and unpretentious. A 1909 correspondent to the
Boston Traveller, with tongue planted firmly in cheek, regretted that in the
entire time he was there he did not see a single lady swimming with a diamond tiara; neither did he glimpse monkeys, French poodles, or Russian
princes. Dining could take place without a letter of introduction to the head
waiter, and he found the number of children running about as shocking as
the fact that the parents actually seemed fond and proud of them. He concluded that St. Andrews was dreadfully behind the times in “real fashionable
splurge and reverberation.” Hopelessly slow.
Hotel activities were highly social and the Algonquin seemed to be
run like a large home. The manager often greeted guests at the door and
sometimes took them on an outing to McMaster Island, where he served
a chowder he had made himself. Many of the guests were there for the entire summer and grew to know one another very well. A newlywed couple,
believing that only they were aware of that fact, might hear a Strauss waltz
strike up as they entered the dining room. One of the most anticipated events
was the Saturday evening semi-formal dance, the hop, which took place in
the little parlour. It was a tried-and-true way of breaking the ice and getting
the guests to meet each other. The carpet would be rolled back and the man-
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Provincial Archives of
New Brunswick
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Carter’s Cocaine
Caramels

I

n the summer of 1890 the Saturday evening
hops may have been enlivened by the influence
of Manager Carter’s “cocaine caramels.” The local
paper described them innocently as a species of
nerve food, good for hay fever sufferers and regular folk alike. The recipe was much sought after
by guests.

If it seems scandalous today that well-heeled vacationers were admiring the beauties of old St.
Andrews through cocaine-tinted glasses, that is
because the medicament in question was held in
rather different esteem then than it is today. The
medical journals were full of praise for its power
to combat fatigue, cure headaches, treat opium
addiction, and generally prolong life.

Carter’s caramels were probably less invigorating than a well-known drink popular since
1886. It has been estimated that a customer who
downed five consecutive glasses of Coca-Cola at
a soda fountain then would have ingested over
thirty milligrams of hangover-fighting cocaine.
An illegal street dose for snorting today is about
twenty milligrams, although the drug is not absorbed quite as completely through the stomach as through the mucous membranes. Carter’s
concoctions may have been more comparable to
Coca Bola, a cocaine-spiked chewing gum of the
day. •

ager would be in the middle of the event. It was a gay
affair with dancing to the hotel’s orchestra, typically
three young women from the Boston Conservatory on
piano, violin, and cornet.
The year 1890 was especially energetic at the
Algonquin, for that was the year in which Charles
Carter took over from Fred Jones as manager. Carter
came with extensive experience in the hotel business, having been connected with the Raymond in
Pasadena, the Crawford in the White Mountains,
the Putnam in Palatka, Florida, the Wentworth in
Newcastle, New Hampshire, and the Eastman at Hot
Springs, Arkansas. With Carter in charge, the little
parlour featured a lot of family fun centered on things
like drawing games, donkey parties and bean games.
The drawing games required guests to demonstrate
their inability to depict various animals and insects.
The donkey party was simply good old pin-the-tail-onthe-donkey, played by both children and adults, and
amusing guests with the endeavours of little girls to pin
the tail in the hair of distinguished, white-haired gentlemen. The bean game, introduced to the Algonquin
guests for the first time by Manager Carter, consisted
of passing beanbags down lines in the manner of a
bucket brigade.
Carter had multiple tricks up his sleeve. One was
the candle game, where a blindfolded guest would sit
before a lighted candle and be offered the opportunity
to demonstrate to the assembled guests his inability
to blow it out. He was given three chances, and if all
went well, he would have his blindfold removed to discover that he had been endeavouring to blow the rosy
complexion from the cheek of a pretty girl. There was
also a bubble party one night, with little Olive Hosmer
winning the prize for the tiniest bubble. These games
quickly became part of hotel tradition.
There were also more specifically adult entertainments. In August 1890, the parlour was filled to hear
Wadsworth Harris, a celebrated elocutionist from
Boston, deliver selections including “Casey at the
Bat, “The Little Hero,” “Aux Italians,” and “On Calais
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